Shaping society through meaningful
products, services and policies
A short introduction

studio profile

Reframing Studio was founded as a design and
innovation consultancy in 1993. We began as a business
that re/designed innovative products. We matured into a
company that uses design insight to impact society, and
to help other organizations survive and thrive amidst
ongoing societal transformation.
Our team consists of a small and dedicated group of
consultants and practitioners working in the areas of
product, service and policy design. We are especially
skilled at opening the thinking and workflow of client
organizations to enable them to generate the various
outputs - products, policies, designs - appropriate to
their future success.
www.reframingstudio.com

March 2016, Reframing Academy was launched.
Reframing Academy aims to enable commissioners,
clients and citizens to cope with ‘big changes’ ahead.
By using the renowned Reframing Process, Reframing
Academy inspires participants to let go of the ‘here and
now’. Consequently tools will be provided in order to
(re)construct the future and to anticipate transitions
needed.

In various projects we work together with our reputed
sister studio, the product design and mobility experts
Gran Studio, based in Turin Italy. Gran Studio was
founded early 2011 by Lowie Vermeersch and a team of
automotive design experts with the vision of creating
a new type of design house that combines their vast
experience in automotive design with a multidisciplinary
approach.

To attain real world transitions, a different mindset is
required. Through Crash Courses, Boot Camps, Master
Classes or tailor made programmes, that is exactly what
Reframing Academy offers.

Gran Studio is a highly experienced team in which all
the know how we need to design complete projects is
concentrated, from early research up to production,
including design research, virtual modelling, model
building and design engineering.

www.reframingacademy.com

www.granstudio.com

reframing method

our approach
The Reframing Method
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In the creative sector, design thinking is put forward as a promising strategy to
transform businesses and realize (social) change. Design thinking refers to a
set of typical designer skills as well as typical design tools and methods. One
such a method is the reframing* method, developed at the TU Delft and put into
practise by Reframing Studio. Over the last twenty years the Reframing Method
has proven to gain compelling insights into future behaviour and has helped
organisations (commercial, public and non-governmental) to stay socially and/or
economically relevant.
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8 steps of the process embedded in the reframing (ViP) model
The reframing process is based on the method Vision in Product design (ViP), which has been
developed at the Delft University of Technology by founding partner Prof. Ir. Matthijs van Dijk
together with Prof. dr. Paul Hekkert. The reframing process goes through several phases and
specific steps that provide a clear design trajectory for each project.

human centered & context driven
The premise underlying the method is that any design, whether it is a product,
a service, or a complete system, is simply a means for people to relate to the
world around them. Products and services enable people to experience things
differently or to do things differently than they did before. A smartphone is
meaningful because it allows people to stay in touch with their complete ICT
needs remotely; a paperclip enables people to order and bundle documents
with care. In other words, products and services only gain meaning according
to the relations they make possible. However, to define what experiences
and behaviours are meaningful to people, the future context first needs to be
studied and mapped. Understanding the future is crucial since that is where the
designed interventions will have to be meaningful.
proactive & future-proof
The development and implementation of a design, whether it is a product,
a service, or a policy, takes time. What once appeared a brilliant idea may
therefore be completely out-dated by the time it becomes reality. Our world
is continuously changing. If we want our designs to have a reason to exist, we
are forced to create an understanding of the design’s future context first, to
understand what issues will be at stake for the design by that time.
This proactive attitude increases possibilities for innovation. It is quite common
that innovation, or the urge to innovate, is a reaction to an undesirable or
problematic situation. However, a ‘problem frame’ hardly ever provides the
framework needed to design an innovative solution, and therefore easily leads
only to incremental innovations. In fact, a reactive attitude implies controlling
symptoms rather than understanding its cause. The reframing method helps
companies to reframe the situation to come up with genuinely new perspectives.

reframing team

team
Meet the reframers
Reframing Studio has remained a small design company with purpose. This
allows us to react and move swiftly, directly and without adding excess
overheads. We are experienced in dealing with projects in the areas of retail,
mobility, healthcare, consumer products, social innovation and the public
domain. Apart from our innovation expertise, we are also prior-experienced
mechanical engineers. All our staff members are involved in education,
participating in juries and committees, organizing workshops and lectures. We
take pride in creating personal relationships with our clients and keep ourselves
available to them as much as possible.

SELECTED CASES

selected case

“Temstem is a brilliant example of the impact
that design can have on real problems.”
Caroline Hummels, TU Eindhoven

Parnassia Group
Tame the voices
Temstem is a smart phone application for people who hear voices and
are obstructed by them in their daily activities. People who hear voices
can have this experience every day, some people almost continuously.
For others, these voices sound like familiar people who neglected them,
or physically or sexually abused them. People who seriously suffer from
hearing voices often withdraw out of fear or confusion.
Temstem is an iPhone-application developed to counteract this
detrimental vicious circle. Temstem enables people to keep
participating in common daily activities and offers exercises that
encourage them to actively grow stronger in their relationship to the
voices. Temstem combines three different working principles to support
individuals in their daily lives.
temstem is the winner of the Rotterdam Design Prize 2013

selected case

Baic Motor
Senova Offspace,
The contextualised SUV
SUVs are enjoying extraordinary success in China. But where will evolution have taken
this trend in three or four years’ time? In answer to this question, and with a willingness to
challenge concepts and methods that are, too often, considered set in stone Granstudio – in
cooperation with Reframing Studio – embarked on a joint project with Baic Motor.
The result of this is the Senova OffSpace concept unveiled at the Beijing Motor Show. The
project had a twofold mission: It’s a study for both an identity for the Senova brand and for
a new type of car. It is a crossover addressing the new trends developing in China, where
alongside a penchant for sport utility vehicles, the needs of families are now changing,
generating a demand for cars suitable for larger groups of people.
The architecture devised by the OffSpace team has a cab- forward configuration without
being a single-box MPV, measures a little under 5 metres in length (with a wheelbase of
approximately 3 m), 2 m in width and 1.65 m in height, and is structured in two distinct levels:
at the top is a dynamic glasshouse with an attractive, light profile, while the part below
the beltline is decidedly sturdy, giving the car a dominant road presence and a sense of
protection in city traffic.
In cooperation with Gran Studio, our sister office

selected case

KLM
11 steps for flight crews to transform into
KLM’s star performers
Imagine starting work in a new team everyday, performing great service, leaving behind your
everyday pleasures, sorrows and family. Flight Crews (flight attendants and cockpit crew) face
the everyday challenge to distance themselves from their home situation and to transform into
one of KLM’s most important assets: the team onboard delivering the perfect KLM service.
KLM asked Reframing Studio to develop a vision for their Crew Centre in the year 2020, to realize
the fluent transformation and transfer. Reframing Studio developed a framework in 11 steps
and an interior lay-out for the Schiphol Crew Centre to facilitate the process of transformation.
The Crew Centre 2020 vision is meant to serve as a dot on the horizon, a long-term ideal which
can be implemented strategically in small incremental steps.
This case as well as the reframing process were featured in the Strategic Design book that
was published by BiS Publishers in 2016.

selected case

Nierstichting
Getting to grips with salt
For most of us our daily salt intake is approximately 6 times higher than what we need. For
kidney patients the higher blood pressure associated with high salt consumption is a serious
threat. Lowering salt intake is not an easy task, because many processed foods are high in
salt without us realizing and we get used to the taste of salty food.
For the Dutch Kidney Foundation we developed a set of tools to raise awareness about the
levels of salt in our food. Dieticians can use the Saltbook (Zoutboek) to show patients the
amount of salt in very common foods in comparison to a healthy daily dose. To help people
incorporate this insight in their daily eating behaviour, a series of additional products was
developed for use at home. Changing behaviour is a matter of consistently taking small steps
in the right direction, so these tools serve as reminders at crucial points in one’s daily eating
routine.
Following the succes of these tools we also developed different concepts for digital use.
After testing we optimised one of the concepts, whereupon it was passed on to Fabrique who
did a fantastic job translating the concept into a fully functional, user-friendly web-app, that
seamlessly fits the corporate identity.
The Salt Meter (Zoutmeter) was launched on World Kidney Day 2015 and has been
completed over 250.000 times since.

selected case

Easywalker
Promoting a laissez faire
mentallity in parenting
Throught reframing we explored the future of parenting to gain insight
into the needs, motives and concerns of young parents in the future.
The outcome of this study was a framework that showed four different
types of parenting styles. These four types of parenting are described
by the ways parents deal with responsibilities that come with parenting
and their attitude to life in general.
Easywalker wants to connect with one of these four styles: parents with
a laissez faire attitude. People with a relaxed attitude to life, interested
in new experiences and less concerned with what others think
they should be. This type of parenting fits perfectly with the design
philosophy of Easywalker: a no nonsense approach with a strong focus
on quality and value for money. The June is small, light, durable and
uncomplicated, always ready to be taken out on a new adventure.
The June was awarded a Red Dot award in 2012

selected case

“When thinking of future mobility, we need a
paradigm shift: we must no longer approach
the car as a single object: but look at people
and cars as one pulsing system in which
people and vehicles act and communicate
together.”
Lowie Vermeersch, Gran Studio

Publipod
A human centered vision on urban
mobility and vehicles
How could a driver embedded vehicle coexist in our cities? How can it mingle up discretely in the
crowd while still performing its prior duty? The Publipod is part of a design research project in
which we research how such a vehicle can become part of a common urban scenery.
This system must not deny the individual sense of freedom that is at the core of the existence
of cars, but should have the capacity to liberate it again. When we consider that ‘intelligent’
system, and not the single object, as our new solution field, many opportunities arise that have
been left unexplored until now. We as designers are interested in what this paradigm shift could
mean to cars and the people using them. How can we improve their interaction? How can it
help to recreate stronger sensations when driving? How can it change the quality of our living
environments? One key is that we do not just focus on designing a vehicle, but move towards
a transversal experience of our mobility. This means creating beauty within mobility, so that
all the different aspects of our mobility connect in a coherent way with each other into an
enjoyable, fluid experience.
In cooperation with Gran Studio, our sister office

selected case

“The new vision on information is essential
for the character and the look and feel of the
Dutch Railways.”
Koen van Velsen, Spoorbouwmeester 2008-2014

Dutch Railways
Information in Railway stations
In 2011 Reframing Studio began working on a vision for the information in railway stations
across NS, ProRail and Bureau Spoorbouwmeester services. This ongoing project aims to
improve and enrich the information landscape within Dutch railway stations. The goal is
to perfect an information system that is intuitive for all users and well integrated within
larger contexts. The key element in the design vision is a clear hierarchy in the information
landscape. The result of this project is a handbook and set of tools for design, planning and
maintaining information in train stations. This handbook can be applied to every station type,
from small regional stops to large and complex city transportation hubs. We are also active as
a consultancy for all updates and developments of the rail system’s future information needs,
also as a means to guard the essence of the vision as it evolves in context.
The vision on information is currently implemented and used to guide every decision that has
an impact on the information landscape and user experience in Dutch Railway Stations.

selected case

Dutch Railways
The new kiosk
The new Kiosk is a self service retail formula located in train stations
and on platforms. The concept and layout of the Kiosk is based on
four different roles of people in public space, in this case on a railway
platform. The product portfolio and the shop itself is a build around
these four roles. Since each role is driven by different travellers’
concern, each role needs different products. The design team
translated this vision to the complete design, touching every aspect of
the new formula: product portfolio (selection), the employees (contact
with customer, training manual), identity (branding, communication,
guidebook), the shops (from floor plans to innovative cooling) and rollout (different designs for different stations).
With the new Kiosk the Dutch Railways doubled their sales on railway
platforms.

selected case

Donorregister
New public services to support people in
making a decision on organ donation
In the Netherlands there is a shortage of donor organs. To increase the national donor base
Reframing Studio worked with a team of stakeholders to envision new public services around
organ donation that support people in making the decision to register.
The key insight was that one of the most important barriers in making a decision on organ
donation is that there is no natural moment when you should really make the decision. Because
of the lack of a real ‘deadline’ the decision is easily postponed or put off. Furthermore, for many
people the decision is not so straightforward as many campaigns make you believe. In our new
design we wanted to introduce a natural moment for making the decision in an unpressured but
natural way.
The project team reframed the focus to registering for organ donation as a civic responsibility
rather than an altruistic deed. It should be experienced as something that belongs to being
a Dutch citizen. It followed that the most natural moment to ask people to make a decision
on organ donation is the moment when you become an adult. Just like you get the right to
vote or to obtain a driver’s licence, one of your responsibilities becomes making a decision on
organ donation. Based on these insights, a national campaign to promote organ donation was
designed by KesselsKramer.
The new policy has led to an 5% increase in organ donor registrations among youngsters.
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contact
info@reframingstudio.com
+31 (0) 20 420 4880
Reframing Studio
Silodam 1d
1013 AL Amsterdam
The Netherlands
In recent years we worked for the following
clients: Albert Heijn/ Amerpoort/ Athlon
Car Lease/ Ballast Nedam / Donorregister/
DSM/ Easywalker/ Gemeente Amsterdam/
Gemeente Apeldoorn/ KLM/ Living Tomorrow/
Maatschappelijk Steunsysteem/ MILabs/
Nierstichting/ NS Dutch Railways/ Nucletron/
OpUS Open University/ Parnassia/ Philips/
Pininfarina/ Procter and Gamble/ ProRail/
Rabobank/ Redesigning Psychiatry/
Roundfeather/ / Servex/ Skolkovo/ Strukton/
Taxicentrale Amsterdam/ Trendbureau
Overijssel/ University of Amsterdam/ Volans
Rowing/ Wiardi Beckman Stichting/ Young
EDBR/ Blen

